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EFFORTLESS – RESISTANT – COLOURFUL
The easy way to create
metallic embroidery

Threads | Stabilisers | Accessories

Discover the metallic thread
engineered for unrivalled ease of use

The CR Metallic range consists of high-quality threads that make everyday
metallic embroidery easy and so accessible to everyone.
Specially constructed to run smoothly through both machine and needle,
the CR Metallic threads enrich the designs with long-lasting and exquisite
brilliance.

resistant up to 95° C / 203° F
(some colours up to 60° C / 140° F)
STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®,
product class I (suitable for babies/toddlers)
made in Germany
great choice of colours and many silver and gold nuances
all shades are resistant to oxidation
excellent value for money

CR Metallic threads are available in two thicknesses. The indications of use for each
of them are for orientation only. Given the particularities of every machine and project,
tests should be run by the embroiderer to find the suitable settings.

40

The universal metallic
thread for everyday use
68% polyester, 32% metallised polyester

Art. No. 978
10 x 2.500 m

box with 10 cones / shade

dtex 230
den 210
75/11 (65/9)
42 colours
Stitch density:
approx. 0,35 - 0,4 mm
Indicative thread tension:
80 - 100 gf or cN
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CR 40 is an easy-to-use and versatile thread, suitable for many industries,
from fashion to workwear, as well as for demanding materials like leather
and denim.
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Whether you are a metallic thread professional or a beginner working
with polyester threads and wanting to change from substitution
colours to real metallic shades, CR 40 is your daily companion for various
applications on many materials.
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20

The voluminous metallised
yarn for outstanding effects
80% textured polyester, 20% metallised polyester

Art. No. 975
10 x 2.000 m

box with 10 cones / shade

dtex 510
den 460
90/14
(San®8 FFG 80/12)
16 colours
Stitch density:
approx. 0,7 - 0,8 mm
Indicative thread tension:
200 - 225 gf or cN
It’s your turn to shine! Use your skills to create bold effects with
CR 20 Metallic.

Please check the product data to see what you need to get started in no time.
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Having a heavier weight, CR 20 works best with a higher upper thread
tension and a lower maximum speed than the ones recommended for the CR
standard size 40. And, of course, it needs a different needle.
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Just let it stand alone and shine, or combine it with other threads to create
eye-catching contrasts. It is suitable for embroidery, as well as for decorative
sewing on fashion articles, traditional clothing, home textiles and many
more.
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If you are familiar with other thick threads such as Burmilana 12, there is
nothing new to learn and you can easily start to use CR 20 to highlight
contours and various other elements in designs.

How to get things running...
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Coming from any
other Madeira
thread, such as
POLYNEON or CLASSIC
Viscose?
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Please check that
the thread tension is
between
80-100 gf or cN

Speeds between
700 and 1000
stitches per minute
Use your normal 40 thread
punching data
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NO WORRIES!
A few simple steps
and you are ready to
get started with CR

40

Use standard
75/11 or 65/9
needles

Start your new metallic embroidery experience right now at

madeira.de/cr-metallic
order samples
check the technical data sheet
choose your colours
discover inspiration and examples
get DST files for testing
find your local partners

We are looking forward to supporting you.

